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I hear, “Prepare to depart.”  

Now I hear, “144,000…... Call to duty. Call to duty is fully activated.” 

“Jesus Christ my love I'm here. I heard you calling, speak my Lord.” “Little daughter of Mine 

take down these words.” 

A call went forth prior for My 144,000 to be called to duty, active duty. The time to fulfill their 

calling and assignments is now. Prepare to depart! They are to prepare to depart. Take no thought 

of earthly people or things, I can take care of all these things. You are to focus on Me, 144,000 

Warriors of Light. Focus fully on Me Jesus your Captain. 

It's time to rise up into your positions. 

It's time for you to prepare further in Me. 

Antichrist has risen and is just steps away from maneuvering himself to be elected as world 

leader. It shall be, for it is written. So shall My darkness come. The plagues have prepared the 

way, yet many do not see it yet,  

But they will come again at the hands of My 2 witnesses. They come the same yet different. 

They cover the whole world as I have said. Not one nation shall be left unaffected. The water has 

turned into blood in places, the frogs, have you not seen how they have appeared? The gnats yet 

also lice so none is confused by My great hand. I say again, the same yet different. 

My 2 witnesses shall call forth blood red waters that covers all that you would drink except for 

My own. But as for now the plagues have arrived and few have paid attention. They will cover 

your world, nation by nations but the last two shall none escape. The destroyer comes upon all 

the inhabitants on all I have created, and Rachel shall weep before, and Rachel shall weep after. 

Prepare oh My 144,000! 

Be ready, My 2 witnesses!  

Be prepared in Me My bride. 

For this is the moment of now when all such things shall all take place as suddenly upon 

suddenly the suddenlies appear. 

I call My 2 witnesses forth, prepare to stand by Me. 

I call the Warriors of Light, My 144,000 sealed of Jewish descent though many were unaware of 

this fact. 



I call the children, the innocent minded and those children who have accepted Me to rise up. I’m 

taking you from here before the hand of judgment falls so heavy that even the men and women 

will not be able to bear all that’s coming. Except for My Blood, My love in their lives for those 

who have accepted Me Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

Gabriel, let the shofar sound, let the trumpet blast. I give the order; this time is now! 
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